Implementation of the Clark County Board of Councilors Comprehensive Plan Policy

Policy 1. The Board selects as policy, Exhibit B and choice B of Exhibit A to be used as the specifications and criteria to be used in the FSEIS analysis. The October 8, 2015 subject matter expert letter from the Clark County Technical Advisory Committee on Septic Systems is to be included in the FSEIS to correct related out of date information published in the DSEIS.

Policy 2: The Board adopts the following policies and processes related to the Comp Plan
2.1 The materials and information submitted for analysis by the FSEIS shall be wholly consistent with the Preferred Alternative and fully supportive of the policies selected by the Board of Clark County Councilors (Board).

2.2 It shall be the policy of the Board to have the option to select an alternative consultant or resource to complete the FSEIS in the event of a cost overrun or delayed delivery date

2.3 The Board policy is hereby adopted to complete the FSEIS as scheduled by February 1, 2016

2.4 It shall be the policy of the Board to review the FSEIS, to specify any corrections deemed necessary, and to approve the FSEIS in a public hearing before the FSEIS is considered final and submitted to state

2.5 Since numerous Clark County policies have changed since the existing Comp Plan was adopted, the Comp Plan shall be updated to be consistent with adopted Clark County policies. The processes necessary for the Board to specify and incorporate those policies into the Comp Plan shall be completed within the allotted time.

2.6 Documents not actually published by the Board or by Clark County staff shall not be posted as Comp Plan reports or plans on the Clark County website.